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**Introduction:** Research indicates that statistical learning plays a role in word learning by enabling the learner to track the co-occurrences between words and their visual referents, a process that is named cross-situational word learning. Word learning is problematic for children with developmental language disorder (DLD), and a deficit in statistical learning has been suggested to contribute to the language difficulties in these children. Therefore, we investigate whether children with DLD have more difficulty than TD children with learning novel word–referent pairs based on cross-situational statistics in an implicit task, and whether this ability is related to their lexical-semantic skills. Moreover, we look at the role of variability of the learning environment.

**Methods:** In our implicit cross-situational word learning task, each trial in the exposure phase was in itself ambiguous: two pictures of unknown objects were shown at the same time and two novel words were played consecutively, without indicating which word referred to which object. However, as every word occurred with its correct referent consistently, the children could learn the word–referent pairs across trials. The children were not explicitly instructed to learn the names of new objects. As an on-line measure of learning, eye-movements were recorded during the exposure phase. After exposure, word–referent knowledge was also tested using multiple choice questions. Several measures of lexical-semantic knowledge were administered to the children with DLD, as well as tasks measuring non-verbal intelligence and phonological processing. Contextual variability (the number of different distractors with which a particular word–referent pair occurs across trials) was manipulated between subjects by constructing two types of exposure conditions: low contextual diversity vs. high contextual diversity.

**Results:** Both groups of children performed significantly above chance level on the test phase, but the TD children significantly outperformed the children with DLD. We found no significant effect of contextual diversity. The eye-tracking data revealed some evidence of on-line learning, but no differences between groups. Finally, the regression analyses did not reveal any significant predictors of off-line or on-line cross-situational word learning ability.

**Discussion:** Our results indicate that although children with DLD are able to learn word–referent pairs in an implicit task, they have more difficulty than TD children. Possibly they need more input to achieve the same level.
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1. Introduction

Young children learn a large number of words in a relatively short period of time, knowing an estimate of 14,000 words at 6 years old (Suanda et al., 2014). How are they able to do this? This question is especially puzzling considering the referential ambiguity problem that children often experience (Quine, 1960): children hear a word unknown to them and see multiple potential referents at the same time. How do they learn to match words to their correct referents? Recent research into cross-situational word learning has indicated that statistical learning plays a role in tracking co-occurrences between words and their corresponding referents. This type of learning may thus be important for word learning (Yu and Smith, 2007; Smith and Yu, 2008; Kachergis et al., 2014; Suanda et al., 2014; Yurovsky et al., 2014).

Learning words requires more effort for some children than for others. Children with developmental language disorder (DLD) often have difficulties with the development of word knowledge (Brackenbury and Pye, 2005; Sheng and McGregor, 2010; McGregor et al., 2013; Nation, 2014). Evidence suggests that an impairment in statistical learning, a learning mechanism that supports the extraction of patterns and regularities from sensory input, contributes to the language difficulties in these children (Evans et al., 2009; Hodenius et al., 2011; Hsu and Bishop, 2014; Mainela-Arnold and Evans, 2014; Haebig et al., 2017; Lammertink et al., 2017). The current study aims to investigate whether a cross-situational word learning deficit might (partially) explain their hampering lexical acquisition. Difficulty in tracking the co-occurrences between words and their corresponding referents might result in a problematic vocabulary development in children with DLD.

On the basis of accuracy and eye-tracking data, we investigate whether children with DLD have more difficulty than typically developing (TD) children when learning word–referent pairs in a cross-situational word learning experiment, as well as whether this cross-situational word learning ability is related to different types of vocabulary knowledge in children with DLD. Moreover, as previous research has shown that high variability in the learning environment might enhance statistical learning (Grunow et al., 2006; von Koss Torkildsen et al., 2013), we manipulate the contextual diversity of the to-be-learned word–referent pairs in our experiment to investigate whether this affects cross-situational word learning in children with and without DLD.

The acquisition of vocabulary starts in early infancy, continuing throughout life. The acquisition of a rich vocabulary entails several competences, including (but not limited to) the discovery of word forms, learning about concepts and word meanings, word–meaning association and the expansion of lexical representations (Yu and Ballard, 2007; Ralli et al., 2010). Previous studies have shown that statistical learning likely contributes to at least part of these processes. For example, segmenting words from running speech in which word boundaries are not consistently indicated is supported by statistical learning mechanisms (Saffran et al., 1996, 1997; Graf Estes, 2009). In addition to defining a word, children also need to map those word forms to their corresponding referents in the real world. The ability of fast mapping is important in early word learning (see Horst and Samuelson, 2008 for a review). Fast mapping is described as an “all-or-none” learning mechanism for which one single exposure to a new word and its corresponding referent is sufficient to link them in memory. However, this is just the start of building elaborate lexical entries. After fast mapping, the meaning and scope of the word needs to be further specified and the words needs to be placed in a broader network of related words, a process also called “slow mapping” (Carey, 1978; Blythe et al., 2010), which requires repeated exposure to words. Moreover, the research by Horst and Samuelson (2008) suggests that fast mapping is not sufficient for long-term word knowledge: after a mere 5 min, the 24-month-old infants in their fast-mapping experiment could no longer express what they had learned.

Moreover, word-learning contexts outside the lab are usually much more ambiguous than in controlled experiments. The fast speech stream and the visual world that young children encounter contain many (new) words and many different potential referents. How does a child learn the correct word–referent mappings? Referential ambiguity, or the word-to-world mapping problem, has been described by Quine (1960) and many others: “In any naming event, a novel word can refer to any object present, its properties, the speaker’s feelings or intentions for it, an impending action, or something else altogether” (McMurray et al., 2012, p. 832). Thus, real-life learning situations might often not be ideal fast-mapping situations.

Another factor that needs consideration is that the number of possible referents is constrained by built-in or learned biases. For example, words usually refer to whole objects rather than parts or properties of an object (MacNamara, 1972), and children know that a novel word should not be linked to a referent that already is linked to another word (mutual exclusivity; Markman and Wachtel, 1988). Moreover, identifying the attentional focus of the speaker (Baldwin, 1991) and syntactic bootstrapping (Gleitman et al., 2005) reduces referential ambiguity (Blythe et al., 2010). Although these biases play an important role in word learning, evidence suggests that statistical learning mechanisms could be used on top of that to exploit an environment in which there is often a degree of (referential) uncertainty. Word–referent mapping could be viewed as a gradual, accumulative process: the learner can reduce referential uncertainty and extend meaning representations when a word is encountered in different contexts. This would mean that children can make use of ambiguous learning situations rather than only learn when there is no ambiguity at all (Yurovsky et al., 2014). Thus, words are not (always) learned in one single, unambiguous event. Rather, children use statistical learning, that is the ability to use information about the co-occurrence of words and referents from many different encounters, to acquire a vocabulary network.

In cross-situational word-learning tasks (Yu and Smith, 2007; Smith and Yu, 2008), participants are usually exposed to multiple novel words and multiple novel objects per learning trial. In these tasks, each individual learning trial is in itself ambiguous, as multiple words and referents appear simultaneously, with no indication as to which word should be mapped to which referent. However, as the correct word–referent pairs do consistently occur together, the correct mappings can be learned by accumulating evidence across trials. This task is a (strongly) simplified simulation of real word-learning situations in which there is often some amount of referential ambiguity. Studies have shown that adults
Jackson et al., 2019b; Spencer et al., 2015) are able to learn word–referent pairs in this paradigm, after only a few minutes of exposure. Eye-tracking has been used as a measure of on-line learning in cross-situational word-learning tasks in adults (Fitneva and Christiansen, 2011; Yu et al., 2012), infants (Yu and Smith, 2011), children with and without autism (Venker, 2019) and children with and without DLD (Ahufinger et al., 2021), allowing for more fine grained analyses of learning. Besides behavioral experiments, computational models show that cross-situational learning mechanisms could explain learning large vocabularies in a relatively short amount of time in spite of referential ambiguity (Blythe et al., 2010; Yu and Smith, 2012), although it is still unclear whether associative learning, hypothesis testing strategies or both may underlie this ability.

Children with DLD have evident problems in the development of the lexicon, although grammatical problems are generally more apparent (Brackenbury and Pye, 2005; Nation, 2014; Jackson et al., 2019b). These reported vocabulary problems may last into adulthood (McGregor et al., 2017) and include smaller vocabulary size and more superficial word knowledge (McGregor et al., 2013), less accurate word naming (Leonard et al., 1983; McGregor, 1997; Lahey and Edwards, 1999; Dockrell et al., 2001; McGregor et al., 2002), impoverished semantic representations (Marinelle and Johnson, 2002; Dockrell et al., 2003; Mainela-Arnold et al., 2010; Drljan and Vuković, 2019) and less efficient lexical-semantic networks (Sheng and McGregor, 2010; McGregor et al., 2012; Drljan and Vuković, 2019; Sandgren et al., 2021).

Learning new words is generally problematic in this population (Nash and Donaldson, 2005; Alt and Plante, 2006; Kan and Windsor, 2010; Haebig et al., 2017; Kapa and Erikson, 2020). For example, Alt and Plante (2006) reported that children with DLD have difficulty with learning phonological forms of words as well as learning about semantic properties of words such as color and shape. Evidence also suggests that fast mapping is difficult for children with DLD (Rice et al., 1994; Alt et al., 2004; Gray, 2004; Haebig et al., 2017; Jackson et al., 2019a; see Jackson et al., 2019b for a review of the different types of word learning experiments that have been tested in individuals with DLD).

Thus, the lexical-semantic development in children with DLD is affected, but the underlying cause of these difficulties is still under debate. Phonological short-term memory has often been reported as being more limited in children with DLD compared to TD children, and has been hypothesized to contribute to their lexical-semantic deficits (see Montgomery et al., 2010 for a review). Indeed, phonological short-term memory has been shown to impact fast mapping in children with DLD (Alt and Plante, 2006; Jackson et al., 2019a), and results by Quam et al. (2020) indicate that sound discrimination ability affects word–object mapping in children with DLD. Whether there is actually a causal relation between phonological memory and lexical abilities is still debated (Melby-Lervåg et al., 2012).

Another strand of DLD research focuses on learning mechanisms that are not specific to language. A growing body of evidence implies that impaired statistical learning underlies the language deficits in children with DLD. These children seem to have more difficulty with extracting patterns from their environment, for example when extracting words from running speech in a word segmentation task (Evans et al., 2009; Haebig et al., 2017), learning non-adjacent dependencies in an artificial grammar learning task (Hsu et al., 2014; Lammertink et al., 2019), or learning motor sequences in a serial reaction time task (Lukács and Kemény, 2014). Meta-analyses also point into the direction of a statistical learning deficit in children with DLD (Lum et al., 2014; Obed et al., 2016; Lammertink et al., 2017). Please note, however, that some studies report no evidence for (or against) a statistical learning deficit (Aguilar and Plante, 2014; Noonan, 2018; Lammertink et al., 2020a,b). Importantly, statistical learning ability has been shown to be correlated with language abilities in TD children (Newman et al., 2006; Conway et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2010; Misyak et al., 2010; Kidd, 2012; Shafto et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2014; Spencer et al., 2015; Kidd and Arciuli, 2016; Hamrick et al., 2018) and in children with DLD (Tomblin et al., 2007; Evans et al., 2009; Misyak et al., 2010; Hedenius et al., 2011; Mainela-Arnold and Evans, 2014).

As discussed above, statistical learning seems to play an important role in the development of the lexicon. This hypothesized relation is underlined by findings of positive correlations between statistical learning ability and vocabulary size (Spencer et al., 2015) and even more strongly by the finding of predictive relationships between statistical learning and later vocabulary development in longitudinal studies (Shafto et al., 2012; Singh et al., 2012; Ellis et al., 2014). In children with DLD, this relationship has also been found (Evans et al., 2009; Mainela-Arnold and Evans, 2014). However, the relationship between statistical learning and specifically the largely unexplained lexical-semantic difficulties in children with DLD is not yet clear. The cross-situational word-learning paradigm offers a way to investigate the role of statistical learning in finding a word’s meaning.

Cross-situational word learning has only sparsely been investigated in children with DLD. However, incidental word learning has been studied using the quick incidental word learning (QUIL) paradigm, which aims to mimic naturalistic word learning (Rice et al., 1990). In these tasks, new words are not explicitly taught but embedded in video stories. Children with DLD learn fewer words in such tasks (see Chung and Yim, 2020 for a summary). Findings by Rice et al. (1994) indicate that children with DLD are able to learn new word–referent mappings in a QUIL task, but need more exposure to the words than TD children. Correlations between QUIL ability and language skills have been reported by Gordon et al. (1992) and Yang et al. (2013). In a recent study, Chung and Yim (2020) investigated QUIL in 4–6-year-old children with and without DLD, also measuring eye movements during learning. In the task, the children were exposed to a 5-min-long video story in which five novel words had been embedded in sentences, each word three times, without further instructions. Afterwards it was tested whether the children could pick the right object corresponding to the novel words. Results showed that children with DLD score lower on this task, suggesting that they learn fewer words from watching this video. Moreover, the eye-tracking data revealed that children with DLD fixate less often on these target objects over time,
while the fixations of TD children increase over time, and their looks are more widely scattered in general. As fixation time predicts word learning, the gazing pattern of children with DLD seems to reflect their difficulty linking new words to their referents.

The study by Ahufinger et al. (2021) was the first to directly test children with DLD on the ability of tracking the co-occurrences between multiple words and visual referents in a cross-situational word learning task. In their experiment, children with and without DLD were subjected to a familiarization phase in which they could learn the names for eight robot-like figures in 16 trials. In each learning trial, the participants saw two pictures and heard two words, without any indication as to which word referred to which picture. After familiarization, the children were tested twice on each word-referent pair using four-alternative forced choice questions. Moreover, eye movements were measured during the familiarization phase and the testing phase. Although both groups of children performed significantly above chance level on the testing phase, the children with DLD had learned significantly fewer word-referent pairs than the TD children. The eye-tracking data did not reveal any preferences for target or distractor items during the familiarization phase, nor significant group differences in looking behavior. Eye-movements during the test phase were interpreted by the authors as a measure of the confidence children had in their answer. When only trials in which the participant had given the right answer were included in the analysis, the TD children looked significantly longer toward the target image than the children with DLD, indicating that TD children are more confident in their answer than children with DLD.

McGregor et al. (2022) investigated cross-situational word learning in children with DLD, with the aim of examining how learner characteristics influence this ability. In their cross-situational word learning task, overt responses were recorded during the learning phase of the experiment, enabling the researchers to track learning during the exposure to word-referent pairs. Accuracy on word-form retention (recognizing a trained word from three possibilities, for example zote, zoke or zote) and word-referent retention (matching the correct picture to a trained word) was also measured after a 5 min interval. In every learning trial, the children saw two pictures and heard one word, and were prompted to choose the correct picture. Results show that children with DLD are less accurate at picking the correct referent during the learning phase compared to TD children. A significant main effect of Trial indicates that children get better at picking the right picture during the learning phase. However, there was no evidence for a slower learning trajectory for children with DLD, as the interaction between Trial and Group was not significant. In the test phase, the TD children also significantly outperformed the children with DLD. This was the case for both word form recognition and word-referent link recognition, and there was no evidence for a difference in performance on those two tasks. Moreover, links between vocabulary, attention, phonological working memory and cross-situational word learning were investigated. Vocabulary was the strongest predictor of cross situational word learning. A relative importance analysis, a type of analysis that can be used to determine unique variance in a dependent variable and is suitable when predictors are correlated, indicates that this link is stronger for TD children than for children with DLD. As sustained attention was a significant predictor of the children with DLD’s performance in the final learning block, this ability appears to contribute to cross-situational word learning in children with DLD, but please note that sustained attention in itself was not a significant predictor of performance in the relative importance analysis.

The studies of Ahufinger et al. (2021) and McGregor et al. (2022) show that children with DLD indeed have more difficulty with statistical word-referent mapping. As the task of Ahufinger et al. (2021) included an extensive explanation and practice phase before familiarization, we do not yet know how children with DLD perform compared to TD children on implicit cross-situational word learning (see Evans et al., 2009 for a study on implicit word segmentation in children with and without DLD). As Ahufinger et al. state themselves, “(...) these explicit instructions may have triggered a compensatory mechanism (Ullman and Pullman, 2015) to help children with DLD to perform above chance. This hypothesis, however, should be further investigated by assessing the accuracy in this population in a CSSL task with no explicit instructions and no explicit response” (p. 14). Moreover, our study addresses the relationship between cross-situational word learning ability and different measures of lexical-semantic knowledge in children with DLD. McGregor et al. (2022) implemented a behavioral measure of online learning. As we aim to investigate implicit cross-situational word learning, measuring eye-tracking is more suitable for our study.

Variability in the learning environment seems to enhance statistical learning: previous research shows that people often learn better on tasks tapping statistical learning when variability is increased in some way. For example, Gómez (2002) tested artificial grammar learning in adults and 18-month-old infants. The grammar consisted of non-adjacent dependencies (for example: pel X jic). Participants were significantly better at learning the dependency relation between pel and jic when the intervening element (X) had 24 unique forms, than when X had only 12 different forms. Using the same task, Grunov et al. (2006) found that high variability of the X element also seems to have a positive effect in adults with and without language-based abilities. Other studies also indicate that variability has a positive effect on learning on both individuals with and without language-based disorders, and that more variability results in better generalization of the learned information (Perry et al., 2010; von Kosk P. Torkildsen et al., 2013; Plante et al., 2014; Aguilar et al., 2017; Desmottes et al., 2017). Variability in the learning environment (but not in the to-be-learned target itself) might cause the involuntary target or pattern to stand out more and therefore it becomes easier to learn.

Increasing variability in the learning context has also been applied to cross-situational learning tasks, by manipulating the contextual diversity of the to-be-learned word-object pairs. Contextual diversity in this case is defined as “the number of different sets of stimuli with which each word-object pairing co-occurs across learning trials” (Suanda et al., 2014, p. 397). Suanda and Namey (2012) found that greater contextual diversity enhances the learning of word-object mappings in adults: items that occur in more variable contexts (with more different distractor items) are easier to learn than items in a less variable context. Similarly, Suanda et al. (2014) made a comparison between high, moderate and low contextual diversity conditions in a cross-situational
learning experiment, and found that contextual diversity enhances cross-situational learning in children of 5–7 years old. In the current research, it is tested whether contextual variability enhances cross-situational word learning differently in TD children than in children with DLD.

2. The current study

Our study aims to shed light on the relationship between cross-situational word learning and lexical semantic knowledge in children with and without DLD. To this end, we investigate implicit cross-situational word learning in 7–9-year-old children with and without DLD, as well as the relation between this ability and various lexical-semantic skills in children with DLD. To investigate cross-situational word learning, we use off-line as well as on-line measures. The children's eye movements are measured during the familiarization phase to gain insight of how learning of word–referent pairs unfolds. There has been the need for on-line measures of statistical learning, because off-line measures such as performance on a testing phase are not always a reliable measure of statistical learning ability (Siegelman et al., 2017). However, to the best of our knowledge, previous studies have not looked at the development of looking times toward the target image across trials. We aim to answer the following research questions:

- **RQ1A**: do children with DLD have more difficulty than TD children with learning word–referent pairs in an implicit cross-situational word learning task?
- **RQ1B**: do children with DLD show weaker on-line learning than TD children during implicit cross-situational word learning?
- **RQ2**: is cross-situational word learning ability related to lexical-semantic skills in children with DLD?
- **RQ3A**: does higher contextual diversity enhance cross-situational word learning?
- **RQ3B**: does contextual diversity impact cross-situational word learning differently in TD children than in children with DLD?

We expect to find that children with DLD are less proficient in cross-situational word learning than TD children, which will be reflected by both behavioral and eye-tracking data. Moreover, we expect that cross-situational word learning ability is related to lexical-semantic knowledge in children with DLD. Finally, we expect that contextual diversity enhances learning in both groups of children. We have no hypothesis about a group difference on this enhancing effect of contextual diversity and thus explore whether this is the case. We expect that a potential group difference in sensitivity to contextual diversity could go both ways: if cross-situational word learning is really difficult for children with DLD, contextual diversity would not possibly make much difference for them, while it does for TD children. But it could also be the case that TD children do not show much effect of contextual diversity as cross-situational word learning is not too difficult for them, while children with DLD can utilize it to learn better.

3. Materials and methods

The task of the current study, based on Smith and Yu (2008) and Suanda et al. (2014), amongst others, is designed to measure cross-situational word learning in school-aged children (7–9 years old). Learning is tested off-line (test phase after familiarization) and on-line (eye-tracking during familiarization). Moreover, the influence of contextual diversity on word learning is investigated.

3.1. Participants

Twenty-six children diagnosed with DLD (18 boys and eight girls) between the age of 7; 2 (years; months) and 9; 3 were tested (average: 8; 1). As a control group, we used previously collected data of 26 TD children (15 boys and 11 girls) between 7; 6 and 8; 11 (average: 8; 2). The subgroup was selected from a larger sample to match with the DLD group regarding age, gender and the condition of the experiment (contextual diversity). All children had normal or to-normal-corrected vision, and did not have hearing loss or a diagnosis of AD(H)D or ASL. At least one of the caretakers had acquired Dutch as a native language. The TD group did not have any history of language disorders or dyslexia. The Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Humanities of the University of Amsterdam approved the experiment. Caretakers of the children gave written informed consent for their participation.

All children in the DLD group had been previously diagnosed with DLD by a professional speech and language therapist and met the inclusion and exclusion criteria used within the institution from which they were recruited (Pento, Royal Dutch Auris Group, and VierTaal). Using data collected by the institutions, it was checked that all children scored at least 1.5 standard deviations below the age norm on at least two out of four language domains (speech, auditory processing, grammar, vocabulary), measured using standardized tests. Furthermore, their language problems were not secondary to neurological of physiological disorders such as ASD, ADHD, a severe form of dyspraxia, hearing difficulties or genetic syndromes like Down syndrome or 22q11 syndrome.

---

1 Since we posit multiple research questions, we adjust the significance criterion to \( p = 0.01 \) as opposed to the conventional \( p = 0.05 \).
3.2. Stimuli

Eight novel words and eight novel objects were used to form word–referent pairs. The novel objects were taken from the database of Kachergis et al. (2014), with permission from the authors. All objects were uncommon, difficult to name objects (see Figure 1).

The novel words (/dita/, /loχa/, /mıp/, /kasi/, /υεl/, /sulεp/, /reχεs/ and /χOp/) were based on the novel words conducted by Lammertink et al. (2019). All words sounded like Dutch words and were recorded in a neutral manner by a female native speaker of Dutch.

3.3. Design

The familiarization phase consisted of 28 trials, in which eight word–referent pairs could be learned (see Figure 2). A word co-occurred with its referent on seven trials in total. In each trial two word-referent pairs were presented. Each trial in itself was ambiguous in the sense that it was not indicated which of the two words referred to which of the two referents. The position of the objects (left/right) and the order of the words (said first/second) was varied: in half of the trials the first word corresponded to the left object and the second word to the right object (“congruent” trials, named so because the reading direction in Dutch is from left to right), while in the other half of the trials the first word corresponded to the right object and the second word to the left object (“incongruent” trials). Each word consistently appeared with its corresponding referent.

For every participant, words were paired with objects randomly. Thus, for one participant/dita/could refer to the spiral-like object, while for another it could refer to the white round object. The order of the learning trials was pseudo-randomized such that an object could not occur on the same side of the screen two times in a row and a word could not occur as the first/second word two times in a row. Trials lasted 5 s in total, resulting in a familiarization phase of ~2 min and 20 s, but please notice that the exact duration of the learning phase varied between participants, as they could only proceed to the next learning trial if they were looking toward the screen. In every trial, the two objects appeared on the screen 2 s before the first word played. All words had a duration of 1 s, and a 1-s silence was placed between the two words. The trial structure is similar to that used by Smith and Yu (2008), but the time before the onset of the first word and the time between words was extended, so that participants had more time to process the words and the objects. Eye movements were measured during the familiarization phase to measure on-line learning.

Contextual diversity was manipulated between participants. In both conditions, eight word–referent pairs could be learned across trials, but the conditions differed in the variability of the environment in which the word–referent pairs occurred.
In each learning trial, two word–referent pairs were presented simultaneously. In the high contextual diversity condition (high-CD), a particular word–referent pair (for example word 1 and picture 1, pair 1–1) occurred with a different word–referent pair each time across trials (with pairs 2–2, 3–3, 4–4, 5–5, 6–6, 7–7, and 8–8). However, in the low contextual diversity condition (low-CD), the accompanying word–referent pairs were sometimes the same. For example, pair 1–1 occurred with pair 2–2 three times, with pair 3–3 three times, and with 4–4 once. Thus, in the low-CD condition there was less diversity across trials. See Table 2 for the combinations of word–referent pairs in the two familiarization conditions.

In the test phase, all eight word–referent pairs were tested once. Participants heard a word three times and had to choose between four objects which was the correct one. The same audio files as in the familiarization phase were used. In the high-CD condition, three random objects are chosen as foils. All these foils had occurred with the word equally often (once). In the low-CD condition, the three foils that had occurred with the word are chosen as foils. Two of the foils had occurred with the word three times, and one foil had occurred with the word once (see Table 1).

3.4. Apparatus

The experiment ran in E-Prime 3.0 (Psychology Software Tools Inc., 2016) on a Windows laptop computer with a 17-inch monitor. Eye movements of the participants were measured with a Tobii Pro X2-120 mobile eye-tracker which was attached to a laptop. Gaze data were recorded at 120 Hz (120 samples per second).

3.5. Background measures

The cross-situational word learning task was part of a larger test battery. A number of background measures that tap into different types of linguistic skills and other cognitive skills were administered to the children with DLD (please see Appendix for more information).

3.5.1. Language measures

In the language domain we tested different types of lexical skills and morphosyntactic skills using subtests of the CELF-4-NL (Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals: Core Language Scales, Dutch version; Semel et al., 2010) and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Task-III-NL (PPVT; Schlichting, 2005). Regarding the lexical skills, we used the Expressive Vocabulary task to measure expressive vocabulary, the Word Classes task to measure the ability of recalling words in a certain semantic category (all three subtasks of the CELF-4-NL), and the PPVT to measure passive vocabulary size. Moreover, morphosyntactic knowledge was measured using the Sentence Recall subtest from the CELF-4-NL, and the non-word repetition task (Rispens and Baker, 2012) was administered to test verbal short-term memory.

3.5.2. Cognitive measures

We administered the Raven Progressive Matrices (Raven et al., 2003) to measure non-verbal intelligence. Auditory short-term memory (Number Repetition 1 from the CELF-4-NL, digit span task) and working memory (Number Repetition 2, from the CELF-4-NL, digit span backwards task) were administered as well.

3.6. Procedure

For every participant, the experiment consisted of a calibration phase, a familiarization phase and a test phase. Participants sat behind the computer screen. The calibration procedure was run with E Prime. As a first part of the calibration, it was checked whether participants’ gaze was in the center of the screen, and if necessary the position of the laptop was adjusted. The calibration procedure included nine fixation points and took ~2 min. After
calibration, the task was explained to the participants. A cute alien was shown on the screen and pre-recorded child-directed instructions were played. Participants were instructed to look carefully at the screen and listen carefully to the words, and they were told that there would be some questions at the end of the experiment. Thus, it was not explicitly explained that they should learn word–referent pairs.

Participants were then exposed to either the high-CD or the low-CD familiarization condition. Every learning trial started with a fixation cross (a + in the middle of the screen). Participants automatically proceeded to the learning trial if they looked at the cross for 200 consecutive milliseconds (24 samples). A cover task was added to the familiarization phase to make sure the participants kept paying attention. The same alien that gave them instructions appeared jumping on the screen at five random moments between trials in the familiarization phase. Participants were told to click on the alien as quickly as possible when they saw it.

After familiarization, participants did a test phase, during which all eight word–referent pairs were tested once. The test phase started with a practice item: the word hond (‘dog’) was played and participants could choose between a picture of a dog, cat, a tree and a couch. The experimenter was allowed to provide feedback during this practice phase. There was no feedback during the actual test phase. As stated earlier, the cross-situational word learning task was part of a larger test battery.

Apart from the background measures, participants also did two other statistical learning tasks that are not discussed in this paper (see Broedelet et al., 2023; submitted). The order of the tasks was counterbalanced across participants.

3.7. Data processing

For the off-line test phase, the practice item was removed for further analysis. For every answer it was coded whether it was correct or incorrect.

The eye-tracking data were interpolated before analysis using a Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2019) script. When at least one but at most nine consecutive samples (75 ms) in a row lacked eye-gaze information, the position of the eye in these missing samples was filled in by linear interpolation. The value of 75 ms as a maximum for a gap to be interpolated reflects a recommendation in the official Tobii manual (Tobii Pro AB, 2014). This value is chosen because it corresponds to the duration of a blink. 6.7% of the data was interpolated in this way.

After interpolation, we constructed two 1,000-ms time windows. As it takes ~200 ms to plan an eye movement in reaction to a spoken word (Viviani, 1990), time window 1 started 200 ms after the onset of the first word. Time window 2 started 200 ms after the onset of the second word. Data points from the fixation parts of the learning trials and when the pictures were shown but the words had not yet started were removed from the data.

Two Areas of Interest (AOIs) were defined, corresponding to the two pictures that were shown on the left side and the right side of the screen during the familiarization trials. For every sample it was computed whether the participant looked at the left picture or the right picture. Trials in which more than 50% of the samples were missing (no eye-gaze data) or irrelevant (looks at the screen but not at one of the two pictures) were removed from the data (433 trials). Then, we removed all remaining missing data (31,835 samples), leaving 210,925 samples for analysis. Unfortunately, the DLD group had more missing data than the TD group (84,423 DLD; 27,891 TD), which caused an imbalance in the remaining data: 139,612 samples for the TD group and 71,313 samples for the DLD group. On average, each participant contributed data from 19.6 trials.

3.8. Analysis

We used the packages lme4 (Bates et al., 2015) and eyetrackingR (Dink and Fergusson, 2015) from the free software R (R Core Team, 2020) for data analysis. For each sample of the eye-tracking data, it was computed whether the participant looked at the target picture or the distractor picture, which depended on the word that was played at that moment. Using the eyetrackingR package, the samples were binned into 50 ms time bins. For each time bin, the proportion of looks toward the target picture was computed by dividing the number of looks toward the target by the total number of looks toward the pictures. The dependent variable was then transformed using an adjusted logit transformation. In this transformed variable, a value of 0 means that a participant is looking equally often at both pictures while a positive value means s/he looks more toward the target picture. In our statistical analysis, we computed whether the proportion of looks toward the target picture depended on Group (TD/DLD), Condition (high-CD/low-CD) and Trial (1–28), keeping into account the factors Time within a trial, Age and Congruency (congruent vs. incongruent trials). To this end, we set up two linear mixed-effects models.

4. Results

4.1. Cross-situational word learning: Accuracy

All analyses were done in R. For the off-line data, the answers to all eight test items in the test phase were taken into account. There was no missing data. Using the package lme4, we constructed a generalized linear mixed-effects model. Accuracy was the dependent variable, Group and Condition were between-participant predictors. Age was included as a between-participant control variable. Group and Condition were binary predictors and were coded with orthogonal contrasts: Group was coded as −½ for DLD and + ½ for TD, Condition was coded as −½ for low-CD and + ½ for high-CD. The predictor Age was centered and scaled. The maximal model that included the main predictors and the interaction between them, random intercepts for Subject and Item as well as by-Item random slopes for Group, Condition and Age and all interactions between them resulted in a singular fit.

3 The eyetrackingR package uses the formula Logit = log[Prop/(1 − Prop)], where Prop represents the proportion of looks towards the target image. When the value of Prop equals 0 or 1, a small value (0.1) is added: Logit = log[Prop + 0.1]/(1 − Prop + 0.1).
TABLE 2 Descriptive data accuracy off-line test phase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TD</th>
<th>DLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low-CD</td>
<td>0.71 (SD = 0.46)</td>
<td>0.44 (SD = 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-CD</td>
<td>0.74 (SD = 0.44)</td>
<td>0.55 (SD = 0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>0.73 (SD = 0.45)</td>
<td>0.49 (SD = 0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore we took out the by-item random slopes, resulting in the following model: Accuracy $\sim$ Group $\times$ Condition $\times$ Age + (1 | Subject) + (1 | Item).

For answering research question 1A (“do children with DLD have more difficulty than TD children with learning word–referent pairs in an implicit cross-situational word learning task?”), the relevant effect is the main effect of Group: we expected that children with DLD learn fewer word–referent pairs on this test than TD children. For research questions 3A (“does higher contextual diversity enhance cross-situational word learning?”) and 3B (“does contextual diversity impact cross-situational word learning differently in TD children than in children with DLD?”), the relevant effects are the main effect of Condition and the interaction between Condition and Group, respectively: we expected more accurate responses for children in the high-CD condition compared to the low-CD condition. A significant interaction between Group and Condition would indicate that the Condition effect differed between the groups (we had no expectation about the existence or direction of such an interaction).

Our model estimates that TD children are 3.71 (95% CI: 1.73–7.98) times more likely to answer an item on the test phase correctly than children with DLD: $z = 3.63$, $p = 0.0008$. Moreover, our model estimates that children in the high-CD condition score 1.67 higher in the mean accuracy than children in the low-CD condition, but this difference is not significant: $z = 1.346$, $p = 0.18$. Although the positive effect of contextual variability in the high-CD Condition was 1.1 (95% CI: 0.25–4.94) times stronger in the children with DLD than the TD children, this interaction between Group and Condition was not significant: $z = −0.136$, $p = 0.89$. To determine whether both groups scored higher than could be expected from chance, we also compared the performance of both groups to chance level (which was 0.25 as there were four possible answers on every test item). For the TD children, the estimation of the intercept, converted from log-odds to probabilities, was 0.83 (95% CI: 0.65–0.94). For the DLD children, the estimate of the intercept (converted from log-odds to probabilities) was 0.49 (95% CI: 0.39–0.60). For both groups, as the confidence intervals of the intercept do not include 0.25, this estimation was significantly higher than chance level. Thus, although both groups of children learned word–referent pairs in the experiment, as indicated by the above-chance performances, the children with DLD were significantly outperformed by the TD children, indicating that children with DLD have more difficulty with cross-situational word learning than TD children. We did not find evidence for or against an effect of contextual diversity on learning word–referent pairs. See Table 2 for the mean accuracy data, and Figures 3, 4 for a visual representation of the data.

4.2. Cross-situational word learning: Eye-tracking data

We conducted two separate linear mixed-effects models for the two time windows (Word1 and Word2) to test whether the
The proportion of looks toward the target picture was different for children with and without DLD and whether there was an influence of Condition and Trial, taking into account the variables Time, Age and Congruency. The dependent variable was the adjusted logit transformation of the proportion of looks toward the target picture of every 50-ms time bin. Between-participant variables were Group and Condition, within-participant variables were Trial, Time, Age, and Congruency. Before conducting a linear mixed-effects model, all binary variables were coded with sum-to-zero orthogonal contrasts (Group, Condition, and Congruency) and all numeric variables were centered and scaled (Trial, Time, and Age).

The model included all predictors and the interactions between them (except for Age), as well as random intercepts for Participant and Item. Also included were by-item random slopes (and the interactions between them) for Group and Condition as well as by-subject random slopes (and the interactions between them) for Time, Trial and Congruency. This resulted in the following model: Logit ~ Group * Condition * Time * Trial * Congruency + Age + (Group * Condition | Item) + (Time * Trial * Congruency | Participant). We are interested in the main effect of Group, Condition and Trial, as well as the interactions between Group and Condition and Group and Trial. A significant effect of Trial in the expected direction would show that children look more toward the target image as the experiment unfolds, what we interpret as an on-line learning effect. An interaction between Group and Trial would show that this on-line learning effect is different for the two groups. We are also interested whether the intercepts of the models are significant, which would indicate that children in general look more toward the target image than the distractor image.

### 4.2.1. Sanity checks and confirmatory results

In this section, we first discuss some sanity checks, and then the confirmatory results. We assume a significance criterium of $p = 0.01$. As a first sanity check, we computed whether the intercept is significantly higher than zero, which would mean that participants look more toward the target picture compared to the distractor picture. As a second sanity check, we computed whether Trial significantly influenced the proportion of looks toward the target picture, which would mean that participants look more toward the target picture as the experiment progressed (on-line learning effect). To answer our research questions 1B ("do children with DLD show weaker on-line learning than TD children during implicit cross-situational word learning?") and 3B ("does contextual diversity impact cross-situational word learning differently in TD children compared to children with DLD?") we look at the effects of Group, the interaction between Group and Trial, the effect of Condition and the interaction between Group and Condition respectively.

#### 4.2.1.1. Word 1

See Table 3 for the outcomes of the model for Word1. None of the relevant effects are significant, meaning there is no evidence that children look more toward the target picture than the distractor in general (Intercept) and whether the proportion of looks toward the target increases as the familiarization phase progresses (effect of Trial). As we do not find significant results for the sanity checks, we do not have clear evidence that the eye gaze patterns of our participants reflect on-line learning of word–referent pairs. We cannot answer our research questions, as the effects of Group, Condition, nor the interactions between Group and Trial and Group and Condition are significant. See Figure 5 for a plot depicting the model predictions and actual data of the proportion of looks toward the target picture in the first time window (Word1) for the children with and without DLD, and see Figure 6 for the effect of Trial across groups. A plot depicting individual differences can be found in the Supplementary material.

#### 4.2.1.2. Word 2

See Table 4 for the outcomes of the model for Word2. The estimate for the intercept is 0.55 logit, which is significantly different from zero ($t = 4.73, p = 0.00001$), indicating that children on average look more toward the target picture than the distractor picture. The other relevant effects are not significant, although we might mention that the main effect of Group and the interaction between Group and Trial approach significance. Thus, we cannot
answer our research questions about the effect of group or contextual variability on implicit cross-situational learning ability. See Figure 7 for a plot depicting the model predictions and actual data of the proportion of looks toward the target picture for the children with and without DLD and see Figure 8 for the effect of Trial across groups. A plot depicting individual differences can be found in the Supplementary material.

4.2.2. Exploratory results

As an exploratory analysis, we looked at the effects of Time (within trials) and Congruency (congruent/incongruent with reading order) on the proportion of looks toward the target. Word1. The children looked more toward the correct image later in a learning trial (i.e. as they have heard more of the word): estimate: 0.11, t = 2.30, p = 0.03. Moreover, children looked more toward the target picture when trials were congruent (first word refers to left image and second word to right image) than when they were incongruent (first word refers to right image and second word to left image): estimate: 0.40, t = 2.49, p = 0.015. Word2. For Word2, the effect of Time was small or non-existent (95% CI: −0.10 to −0.08, t = −0.18, p = 0.86). Again, children’s looking times were influenced by Congruency: estimate: 0.49, t = 2.22, p = 0.03. It could be the case that time within a trial and the order of the words and pictures influences looking behavior.
4.3. Regression analyses

To answer research question 2 ("is cross-situational word learning ability related to lexical-semantic skills in children with DLD?"), we performed regression analyses to investigate the relationship between cross-situational word learning ability on the one hand and existing lexical-semantic knowledge on the other hand. Dependent variables were the different measures of lexical-semantic knowledge, predictor variables were off-line and on-line measures of cross-situational word learning and several control measures of cognitive abilities, as well as age and SES. All variables were centered and scaled before analysis.

4.3.1. Principal component analysis

We constructed a principal component analysis (PCA) in R on the measures of non-verbal intelligence, digit span forwards, digit span backwards and non-word repetition to reduce the number of predictor variables. This resulted in four component scores, of which we decided to use the first three as they together explained 95% of the variance. See Table 5 for the standardized loadings of the component scores after varimax rotation. The scores represent phonological processing (digit span forwards, non-word repetition), non-verbal intelligence (Raven) and verbal working memory (digit span backwards) and were saved and used for as predictor scores in further analyses. We computed the correlations between the predictor variables (see Supplementary material).

We constructed four separate linear regression models for the four dependent variables, which are discussed one by one below. CSWL off-line represent the average accuracy on the test phase of the CSWL task, while CSWL on-line represents the mean proportion of looks toward the target picture during the familiarization phase of the CSWL task.

4.3.2. Passive vocabulary

The linear model with passive vocabulary as the dependent variable as a whole was not significant \((F = 0.6801, p = 0.69, \text{adjusted } R^2 = -0.098)\), meaning that the full model did not predict the dependent variable better than a null model without any predictors. The contributions of the individual predictors can be found in the Supplementary material. None of the predictors contributed significantly to variance in passive vocabulary size in the children with DLD.

4.3.3. Active vocabulary

The linear model with active vocabulary as the dependent variable as a whole was not significant \((F = 1.196, p = 0.35, \text{adjusted } R^2 = 0.05)\). The contributions of the individual predictors can be found in the Supplementary material. None of the predictors significantly contributed to the children's active vocabulary score.

4.3.4. Word categories

The linear model with word categories score as the dependent variable as a whole was not significant \((F = 1.827, p = 0.14, \text{adjusted } R^2 = 0.19)\). The contributions of the individual predictors can be found in the Supplementary material. None of the predictors significantly contributed to the children's word categories score.

4.3.5. Word associations

The linear model with word associations score as the dependent variable as a whole was not significant \((F = 0.799, p = 0.59, \text{adjusted } R^2 = -0.06)\). The contributions of the individual predictors can be found in the Supplementary material. None of the predictors significantly contributed to variance in word associations score in the children with DLD.

5. Discussion

The current study aimed to investigate implicit cross-situational word learning in children with and without DLD and its relation to lexical-semantic knowledge. We will discuss the results per research question in the sections below.

5.1. RQ1: Are children with DLD less proficient in cross-situational word learning?

Results from the analysis of the off-line test phase show that both our groups were able to pick up the mappings between novel objects and novel pictures, while they had not received instructions to do so. This indicates that children with and without DLD can use statistical learning mechanisms to link words and referents implicitly. However, as our children with DLD performed significantly lower than our TD children \((p = 0.0008)\), we can conclude that children with DLD likely are not able to profit from statistical learning to the same extent as children without DLD do. These results are in line with the findings of Ahufinger et al. (2021) and McGregor et al. (2022). The latter also report

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 5 Standardized loadings of the component scores from the PCA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Component 1 (phonological processing) 46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digit span forwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digits span backwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-word repetition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-verbal intelligence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Underlined are the variables that strongly carry the component score.
above-chance performance for both TD children and children with DLD, but poorer performance in the last group in a more explicit learning condition. Our study extends this finding to implicit cross-situational word learning.

We also aimed to measure the process of learning using eye-tracking. We expected that children would start to look more toward the target image as the experiment progressed, reflecting learning of word–referent pairs during the exposure phase of the experiment. Moreover, we expected to find group differences in looking behavior. One finding seems to reflect on-line learning: the intercept for the model of the second word in a learning trial was significant, showing that children have a preference for the target picture as opposed to the distractor picture, corresponding to the finding of above chance on the off-line test phase. This is an extension of the eye-tracking results of Ahufinger et al. (2021), who did not report any evidence for a preference for the target image. However, the remaining predictors did not significantly influence looking behavior. The effect of Trial was not significant for the first word or the second word, meaning we have no evidence for an on-line learning effect across trials. Since neither the main effect of Group nor the interaction between Group and Trial was significant, we have no evidence that children with DLD look less often toward the target picture in general or that they show less strong on-line learning. Exploratory analyses might indicate that time within a trial and the congruency of the order of the words and pictures (congruent with reading order or incongruent) influenced the proportion of looks toward the target, but we cannot draw any conclusions from exploratory findings.

As can be seen in the Supplementary material, the amount of individual variation is large, especially within the DLD group. Moreover, as discussed in section 3.7, the contribution of data points between the two groups is highly skewed: the TD children provided many more data points than the children with DLD. In the Supplementary material, graphs are provided that show the number of data points per group, split up for the predictors Time, Condition, Congruency and Trial. Besides the overall imbalance between the groups, data for the predictors Condition, Congruency and Trial are also skewed for the DLD group. While for the TD children the data is roughly equally divided, for the children with DLD there is more data for the low-CD condition, for the incongruent trials and the earlier trials in the experiment than there is for their counterparts. These imbalances are caused by the large number of missing data in our DLD group, but also relatively many “irrelevant” looks (looks at the screen but outside the AOIs; 39,677 samples in the DLD data vs. 12,461 samples in the TD data). It could be the case that the eye-tracker worked less efficiently for these children, but is likely that they looked less well at the screen overall. This could be related to attention difficulties, which have been established in children with DLD (for a review, see Smolak et al., 2020), and McGregor et al. (2022) report that sustained attention predicts cross-situational word learning ability in children with DLD. It is possible that weaker attentional ability in children with DLD contributed to poorer learning of word-referent pairs as measured with the off-line test phase. The skewness of the data and the large individual variation possibly weakened statistical power, which could partly explain the absence of significant effects in the eye-tracking analysis. Future studies should aim to test larger groups of participants.

One could argue that learning could have faltered at the level of phonology for the children with DLD. As children with DLD are shown to have difficulty with phonological short-term memory and seem to store less specified phonological representations (Mainela-Arnold et al., 2010), it might be hard for them to disentangle the new words in their memory, resulting in poorer learning. To reduce the chance that children would confuse the words, we chose to have more variation in phonological structure then is often implemented: the words in our experiment have different (simple) phonological structures (CVC, CVCC, and CVCCVC) and every word starts with a different consonant. Still, as Bogaerts et al. (2021) argue, it would be fruitful for future studies to set up experiments that can show a contrast between impaired statistical learning and intact performance on a task that does not entail statistical learning.

5.2. RQ2: Is cross-situational word learning ability related to lexical-sematic skills in children with DLD?

We expected to find that cross-situational word learning ability significantly contributes to lexical semantic knowledge in children with DLD. Besides segmenting words from running speech, tracking the co-occurrences between auditory words and visual referents contributes to gaining lexical–semantic knowledge. For children with DLD, it might be the case that this type of implicit word learning works less efficiently and hampers lexical–semantic development. However, as none of the multiple linear regression models we conducted was significant, we cannot conclude anything about the relation between implicit cross-situational word learning and existing lexical–semantic knowledge in children with DLD, nor the influence of age, SES, phonological processing, non-verbal intelligence and verbal working memory. Future studies, besides testing larger participant groups, could investigate this relationship by setting up longitudinal experiments.

Previous work has shown a relationship between cross-situational word learning ability and vocabulary size in young TD children (22–66 months; Vlach and DeBrock, 2017). Kemény and Lukács (2021) report a significant independent contribution of probabilistic statistical learning ability (weather prediction task) to vocabulary size in TD children, while short-term memory did not independently contribute to vocabulary. However, in their children with DLD, this pattern was reversed: short-term memory independently contributed to vocabulary size, but statistical learning ability did not. The authors interpret the results as indicating that different cognitive abilities underlie lexical development in TD children and children with DLD, although it is important to note that this interpretation is based on a p-value comparison. McGregor et al. (2022) report that vocabulary is a predictor of cross-situational word learning ability, and that this relationship is stronger in TD children compared to children with DLD, based on a relative importance analysis. It could be the case that children with DLD compensate for less efficient statistical learning mechanisms by depending more on, for example, declarative learning, which might explain why we did not find a significant relationship between cross-situational word learning and lexical–semantic knowledge in our group of
children with DLD. Unfortunately, we were not able to compare the contribution of cross-situational word learning to vocabulary between children with and without DLD, as the TD children in our experiment were not tested on lexical-semantic skills.

5.3. RQ3: Does high contextual diversity enhance cross-situational word learning?

We manipulated contextual diversity between subjects to investigate whether variability in the learning environment would affect cross-situational word learning in children with and without DLD. Although performance was higher in the condition with higher contextual diversity on average, there was no significant effect of condition, nor a significant interaction between condition and group, and thus we cannot answer the question whether variability in the learning environment influences cross-situational word learning in children with and without DLD. The eye-tracking data also did not reveal evidence for a difference in on-line learning for the two conditions.

5.4. Concluding remarks and future research

Our study shows that children with DLD are less proficient when learning word meanings based on 721 cross-situational statistics in an implicit task. If utilizing contexts with different amounts of referential uncertainty by implicitly tracking co-occurrences between words and visual referents works less efficiently in children with DLD, this could hamper the acquisition of vocabulary. Although the relationship between cross-situational word learning and existing lexical knowledge requires more investigation, our study contributes to our knowledge of different types of statistical learning in children with DLD. The cross-situational word learning paradigm aims to mimic real-life situations with referential uncertainty. However, it is far from realistic. Zhang et al. (2021) investigated naturalistic cross-situational word learning in children who are playing with toys. Future research could compare this naturalistic cross-situational word learning between children with and without DLD.
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